Interferometer based demodulation technique of phase shifted fiber Bragg grating sensor for acoustic signal sensing
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Abstract:
Grating based sensors are ideal candidates for strain and temperature measurement. Many researchers have already anticipated detecting low strain signal by using an fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor instead of the conventional lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) sensor due to the benefits of the FBG together with flexibility, immunity from electromagnetic interference, corrosion resistance, small size, ability to be embedded, and multiplexing capabilities [1]. Especially, FBG sensors are playing a noteworthy role towards the detection of low amplitude dynamic signal. Therefore, there are two essential necessities for detecting low strain signal: broad bandwidth and high sensitivity. FBG is not capable to detect low strain signal because if the wavelength of low strain signal is much lesser than the Bragg wavelength, no change will arise in FBG reflection spectrum. Towards this direction, many researchers developed phase shifted grating based ultrasonic sensors to achieve broader bandwidth and superior sensitivity. The schematic of a phaseshifted FBG is shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists of a phase jump of $\pi$ at the center of an otherwise periodic modulation of the refractive index in the core of a single mode fiber. Thus, the $\pi$ phase shift region in the middle results in two identical gratings separated by half the grating pitch (\(\lambda\)). This phase jump leads to a spectral peak at the center of the transmission spectrum of the grating. Fig. 1(b) shows the transmission spectrum of a phase-shifted FBG of length \(L=25\) mm, which is characterized by a very narrow line width transmission peak at the center. The bandwidth of this transmission peak measured as FWHM (full width at half maximum) is \(~ 26\) pm. The phase variation in middle of the grating decreases the requirement of effective length of the sensor and delivers an extremely narrow peak for high sensitivity measurement [2-4].
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